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There are a number of reasons why police are likely to face opportunities to act corruptly. For instance, police
officers can use their powers to nullify traffic tickets in order to give their career-affiliated friends to gain the
same opportunity. Corruption of the authority This act emanates from the police acceptance to receive free
goods and services, such as free drinks, meals and others. This is a driving force for some civilians seeking
friend police officers in order to either allow them to commit a crime or to defend criminals after accusations
by the public. It also makes it more likely that colleagues will genuinely participate in investigation of
complaints of unsatisfactory conduct, or even make them themselves. This type of issue is a part of law
enforcement as well as our ever changing society. Protection of illegal activity This is one common corrupt act
maximized by police officers to solicit unlawful payments from illegal activities. Contrary to this, reforms
were lees significant given that their initiations were simultaneous. Police officer malfeasance can range from
minor cases of misconduct to the downright criminal acts that are considered to be corruption. The prevalence
of police corruption reflects the fact that police are both likely to have many tempting opportunities to act
corruptly and subject to a range of factors that undermine their capacity to recognize and resist corrupting
temptations. Second, there have been problems associated with the operation of specialized police units that
have often had sole responsibility for investigating complaints internal affairs or professional standards units.
Most people are neither moral saints, who will do right come what may, nor moral monsters, who will do
wrong whenever they judge it is in their interests to do so. This can be just a shift of focus on bad reputation of
a police officer, but not a solution to the problem as earlier intended. An effective complaints and discipline
system presupposes a rational typology of misconduct, on the basis of which complaints are classified and
dealt with. Therefore, topics on police corruption have become a research item among human rights groups,
activists, researchers, academicians, commissions, law enforcers and governmental security departments. A
series of reports that have been published in the last few years have shown that young black men are being
incarcerated at a rate far greater than their number in the overall population Defining Police Corruption
Corruption is a process of subversion or corrosion of a noncorrupt, pure, or ideal state of affairs. Civilians
become victims of meaningless persecutions and harassment from law enforcers with an intension to gain
from a situation. Corruption within police departments falls into 2 basic ranks, external corruption and internal
corruption. First, police discipline policies have often been excessively punitive, with relatively minor
breaches of professional standards, such as accessing databases for personal inquiries, subject to
disproportionate sanctions. Understood in this mandate is an obligation to police everyday life matters that
originate in the daily lives and activities of citizens within their community. Another way that police agencies
can control its corruption problem starts originally in the academy. Some of these strategies included
performing some police reforms, salary increment, strengthening of anti-corruption body and motivating
police officers in their line of duty. The bodies have some detectives, who secretly monitor police activities,
whenever there are some suspicious incidences occurring in a unit. There should be proper measures to avert
and minimize the intensity of this misconduct and to ensure justice to all people without discrimination based
on false accusations and victimization. Some of them had saved nothing during their retirement period that
made them be chased from governmental houses, because they could not foot rental bills among other
payments. Only police who have the capacity to make independent, ethically informed decisions can both
operate effectively without close supervision and reliably resist the temptations inherent in their work.


